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20 YEARS OF MOST 
WANTED MAGIC
WE KNOW… IT DOESN'T SEEM POSSIBLE THAT MOST 
WANTED HAS REACHED THE RIPE OLD AGE OF 20. THAT'S 
TWO WHOLE DECADES HONOURING THE FIERCEST, 
FRESHEST TALENT IN UK AND IRISH HAIRDRESSING. AS WE 
CELEBRATE THIS MILESTONE, ARE YOU READY TO STEP UP 
AND STAND OUT? 

Creative HEAD’s 20th Most Wanted awards are set to be 
everything a big birthday should be – a celebration of what has 
gone before, of course, but more importantly, a focus on the future. 

Relevant, inclusive, fuelled by passion, Most Wanted is the 
only hairdressing competition to embrace both the salon 
and session worlds. It celebrates creative skill right alongside 
brilliance in business, with each of our 14 winners receiving a 
Most Wanted trophy, a gift from their category sponsor,  
career-boosting coverage in Creative HEAD and industry-wide 
respect and recognition.

A big part of what makes Most Wanted the most exciting hair 
competition on the planet are the judges, a group of incredible 
experts drawn from the worlds of hair, fashion, design, media 
and the arts. Not to mention the almighty Grand Final, which 
this year will be held at a landmark London location on Sunday 
6 September, featuring 700 star-studded guests, copious 
cocktails, and the camaraderie of an industry cheering on its 
exceptional talents. It’s an unmissable night and a moment for  
you truly to shine.

DATES AND DEADLINES
ENTRY FORMS CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED 
COMPETITION CLOSES 5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE
JUDGING DAY MONDAY 6 JULY
FINALISTS ANNOUNCED WEDNESDAY 8 JULY
GRAND FINAL SUNDAY 6 SEPTEMBER
QUESTIONS EVENTS@ALFOL.CO.UK OR CALL +44 (0)1434 610940



SESSION OR SALON, BUSINESS BRAINIAC OR COMPOSER OF 
CREATIVITY… WHATEVER YOUR HAIRDRESSING DENOMINATION, 
MOST WANTED IS A MAGNET FOR PURE TALENT. 

That’s exactly why, when it comes to recruiting judges, we look 
to the industry and beyond, putting the power into the hand of 
experts in a multitude of fields. We’re talking journalists from leading 
publications including Harper’s Bazaar, Grazia, Vogue and The Daily 
Telegraph, talent scouts from top international agencies like Premier 
Hair and Make-up, Streeters and The Wall Group, alongside global 
fashion designers, directors of photography and film, innovative 
entrepreneurs, renowned session stylists and, of course, the people 
behind the UK and Ireland’s most outstanding salon businesses.

Most Wanted seeks the exceptional, and who better to find them 
than those who are excelling and pushing boundaries themselves? 

IMPRESS THE IMPRESSIVE

ROCKET TO 
RECOGNITION
MOST WANTED IS MORE THAN 
JUST A TROPHY. ASIDE FROM 
BEING A VALUABLE PROCESS 
FOR YOU AND YOUR TEAM TO GO 
THROUGH, AND IN ADDITION TO 
A VALUABLE PRIZE FROM YOUR 
CATEGORY SPONSOR, WHAT THE 
COMPETITION REALLY PROVIDES 
IS A PLATFORM LIKE NO OTHER.

Past Most Wanted winners have been 
signed by leading talent agencies, 
snapped up by fashion brands to 
work on global campaigns, featured 
on national news… the doors of 
opportunity swing wide open. 

Then of course there’s an exclusive 
winners’ dinner party to look forward 
to, plus profile-boosting publicity in 
Creative HEAD and the chance to 
appear at our events such as Salon 
Smart and The Coterie.

CREATIVE HEAD

ALL part OF     THE serviceWith a returning client ratio of about 95 per cent and an average salon bill of £135, 
Michael Van Clarke knows a little something about building a business that delights. 

The 2019 Most Wanted Best Salon Experience winner takes us on a journey…
THIS ISN’T MICHAEL VAN CLARKE’S first Most Wanted rodeo. With 

awards for Best Salon Experience, Best Salon Team and Business Thinker, 
he’s a veteran at getting the best out of his staff and delivering a five-

star service for his discerning clientele in London’s Marylebone. But 
perhaps it’s the fact that he’s won Best Salon Experience again, nine 
years after the last, that is most impressive – because it illustrates a 
consistency of luxury service that is incredibly tough to keep up.

“Maintaining and improving service standards over time takes 
immense effort and oversight from the whole team,” Michael admits.  

“The recognition of an award like this is a great boost and helps the team 
keep focused on that continuing journey.”That journey – knowing its key touchpoints and ensuring the whole team knows what is expected at all times – is paramount, and it starts from the booking. More than 65 per cent of clients book their next 
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FIR
ST AID KIT

DANIELLE KENNEDY KNOWS A THING OR TWO ABOUT RUNNING A TIGHT SHIP 
AND NOW SHE’S LED LLOYDS HAIR TO VICTORY IN A MOST WANTED BEST SALON 
TEAM CATEGORY THREE TIMES IN A ROW. WE ASKED HER TO SHARE HER WISDOM 
ON STAFFING, RECRUITMENT AND WHY A COFFEE CAN MAKE SOMEONE’S DAY… 

CREATIVE HEAD IRELAND: Congratulations on your Most Wanted 
hat trick! What is the secret to fi nding great staff and what recruitment process do they go through with you?DANIELLE KENNEDY: We have a really strong training programme so an applicant’s technical ability isn’t always the deciding factor in the hiring process. We can teach them the technical side, but it’s much harder to teach them to be great people! We haven’t got any divas working in our group and we’re proud of that. We have turned down some amazing 

stylists in the past because they are used to working in an environment where they are revered and get special treatment, whereas everyone gets treated the same at Lloyds 
Hair and we all operate under the same rules.At the moment we only do interviews for front of house and managers as we stopped doing interviews for stylists and trainees a few years ago. Now they just do a trial for a few hours – it’s a much better way to get to know them in a more relaxed setting. We get people starting out in the industry to come in for three hours and work on the fl oor assisting. We watch how they use their initiative and how they get on with other team members. 

Then I detail our values and what would be expected from 
them. For stylists and junior stylists, we get them to do a colour service and have a chat while the colour develops. We suggest a change to something in their technique during the 

trial and see how well they respond. This is really important to us as we are constantly up-skilling and progressing and we need team members who are open to this. 
CHI: How do you use education to keep staff members motivated and challenged? Is this the key to keeping them with you long term? DK: We operate a business that’s forever changing so I think that’s been key to keeping our team motivated. Certainly continuous education and progression on a technical levelis a big part of moving forward with an excited team. We try to keep our team engaged in our future as a company, as well as the industry overall and always give staff full transparency of what we are doing, where we are going and why. Maybe sometimes we even get them too involved, but it’s important that the team feels an ownership and that they each have a part to play. 
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CREATIVE HEAD

NORTHERN 
EXPOSURE

FROM COUPLES’ CARDS TO FESTIVE SHOPPING EXTRAVAGANZAS, ABERDEEN’S  

LINTON & MAC HAS WON OVER (AND MADE OVER) ITS COMMUNITY WITH GUSTO. 

THIS IS HOW IT SCOOPED THE 2019 MOST WANTED BEST LOCAL SALON AWARD

WITH NEW YORK LOFT VIBES and London fashion-forwardness, 

Linton & Mac is already an exciting destination in the north-east 

of Scotland. But the team has gone one step further, integrating 

themselves into the Aberdonian community and vowing to raise up 

other local businesses as it goes. 

This all started in the very first year of Linton & Mac, when Jenn 

Linton and Joanna Minnett (née MacDonald) created a concept 

called The Low Down, which has shaped their business over 

their four years. “This was to be our umbrella term for all events 

from Linton & Mac which hold creativity and supporting other 

local businesses at their heart,” say co-owners Jenn and Joanna. 

“Supporting other businesses and doing all we can to promote 

Aberdeen and our community is really an issue that’s close to our 

hearts. It’s so important to us, to support and work in collaboration 

with other local small businesses – there is such an array of talent 

in Aberdeen so we are totally proud to platform that and show off 

all that our wee city has to offer!”

The Linton & Mac team has been the official hair squad behind 

the scenes at the Gray’s School of Art end of year fashion 

degree show for the past three years, whipping up hairstyles 

to complement the outfits on the runway. “It totally suits us to 

be involved with such an event as we see the importance of 

education and find this to be a great opportunity to show our 

support of emerging local talent,” say Jenn and Joanna. “The 

budding fashion talent at this show always blows us away!  

A senior stylist usually heads up the team, along with a couple of 

our own future talent trainees to complete the backstage crew.”

This partnership with the art school has flourished, and the 

salon and the university collaborate regularly on shoots. “The 

relationship with Gray’s School of Art has grown over the years. 

We regularly ask to use emerging new designers and graduates’ 

work in our collections, as well as shooting with student models 

looking to expand their portfolios and working closely with student 

photographers. We cultivate these relationships hoping to help 

students along on their way while also giving our own students the 

opportunity to gain experience.”

Eager to host an event that could showcase a variety of different 

businesses, the team created Not Your Average Wedding, a 

unique bridal show that was bursting with personality and exciting 

ideas. “The event brought together a creative collaboration 

of some of the best and most interesting small businesses in 

Aberdeen,” they explain. “Held at the super-cool event space Unit 

51, brides and grooms were surrounded by inspirational ideas and 

products to ensure their upcoming big day would be as Pinterest-

ably perfect and uniquely Instagrammable as can be! The fashion 

show presented beautiful wedding dresses and kilts from local 

kiltmakers with models of all ages, shapes and sizes. There were 

also plenty of stalls where exhibitors and guests could discuss 

ideas and dreams, before making bookings.”

The annual Christmas evening is also a highlight of the Linton & 

Mac calendar, where clients are welcomed into the salon to celebrate 

the festive season. “This is fast turning into one of our favourite 

events,” say Jenn and Joanna. “As a thank you to clients we invite 

everyone to a pre-Christmas evening get-together. We provide 

the music, drinks and merriment, but we also use it as another 

opportunity to showcase small businesses.” With local companies 

serving drinks, local musicians providing the music and even local 

design firms creating the invitations, it’s a truly home-grown affair. 

And of course, Linton & Mac champions local businesses all 

year round with its loyalty initiative, the Couple Card. It’s keen 

to encourage clients to come back to the salon time and time 

again for all of their hair and beauty needs. But it also wants to 

encourage them to shop locally. Linton & Mac offers clients and 

their partners a bespoke appointment service, where they receive 

a prescription from their colourist and stylist that works for their 

schedule. “Signing up entitles clients to 10 per cent off all hair 

and beauty services in the salon,” they explain. “And we have 

teamed up with some brilliant local businesses to offer awesome 

discounts. We truly believe that we are better together.”

And lifting the Best Local Salon trophy at this year’s Most 

Wanted Grand Final is confirmation that their pledge to show off 

their city and help other businesses in the process has paid off. 

“We think the people of Aberdeen are pretty special and to be 

recognised for all the hard work we do is pretty unbelievable!” say 

Joanna and Jenn. “We opened the salon doors of four years ago 

they said it wouldn’t work 

– but we know that there’s 

more to Aberdeen than oil!”
2019
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ROCKET TO
RECOGNITION

GET SET TO DIAL IN!
TICKETS TO THE GRAND FINAL GO ON SALE IN JUNE, AND YOU’LL NEED TO GET IN 
QUICK! THIS IS AN EVENT THAT SELLS OUT SUPER-FAST – WE’RE TALKING UNDER  
10 MINUTES! SIGN UP TO CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/NEWSLETTER TO FIND OUT FIRST 
THE EXACT RELEASE DATE 

CREATIVE HEAD

ALL part OF     THE serviceWith a returning client ratio of about 95 per cent and an average salon bill of £135, 
Michael Van Clarke knows a little something about building a business that delights. 

The 2019 Most Wanted Best Salon Experience winner takes us on a journey…
THIS ISN’T MICHAEL VAN CLARKE’S first Most Wanted rodeo. With

awards for Best Salon Experience, Best Salon Team and Business Thinker, 
he’s a veteran at getting the best out of his staff and delivering a five-

star service for his discerning clientele in London’s Marylebone. But
perhaps it’s the fact that he’s won Best Salon Experience again, nine
years after the last, that is most impressive – because it illustrates a
consistency of luxury service that is incredibly tough to keep up.

“Maintaining and improving service standards over time takes
immense effort and oversight from the whole team,” Michael admits.

“The recognition of an award like this is a great boost and helps the team
keep focused on that continuing journey.”That journey – knowing its key touchpoints and ensuringthe whole team knows what is expected at all times – isparamount, and it starts fromthe booking. More than 65 percent of clients book their next
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DANIELLE KENNEDY KNOWS A THING OR TWO ABOUT RUNNING A TIGHT SHIP 
AND NOW SHE’S LED LLOYDS HAIR TO VICTORY IN A MOST WANTED BEST SALON 
TEAM CATEGORY THREE TIMES IN A ROW. WE ASKED HER TO SHARE HER WISDOM 
ON STAFFING, RECRUITMENT AND WHY A COFFEE CAN MAKE SOMEONE’S DAY… 

CREATIVE HEAD IRELAND: Congratulations on your Most Wantedhat trick! What is the secret to finding great staff and whatrecruitment process do they go through with you?DANIELLE KENNEDY: We have a really strong trainingprogramme so an applicant’s technical ability isn’t alwaysthe deciding factor in the hiring process. We can teach themthe technical side, but it’s much harder to teach them to begreat people! We haven’t got any divas working in our groupand we’re proud of that. We have turned down some amazingstylists in the past because they are used to working inan environment where they are revered and get specialtreatment, whereas everyone gets treated the same at LloydsHair and we all operate under the same rules.At the moment we only do interviews for front of houseand managers as we stopped doing interviews for stylistsand trainees a few years ago. Now they just do a trial for afew hours – it’s a much better way to get to know them ina more relaxed setting. We get people starting out in theindustry to come in for three hours andwork on the floor assisting. We watch howthey use their initiative and how they geton with other team members.

Then I detail our values and what would be expected from 
them. For stylists and junior stylists, we get them to do acolour service and have a chat while the colour develops. We suggest a change to something in their technique during the 

trial and see how well they respond. This is really important to us as we are constantly up-skilling and progressing andwe need team members who are open to this.
CHI: How do you use education to keep staff membersmotivated and challenged? Is this the key to keeping themwith you long term?

DK: We operate a business that’s forever changing so I thinkthat’s been key to keeping our team motivated. Certainlycontinuous education and progression on a technical levelis a big part of moving forward with an excited team. Wetry to keep our team engaged in our future as a company,as well as the industry overall and always give staff fulltransparency of what we are doing, where we are going andwhy. Maybe sometimes we even get themtoo involved, but it’s important that theteam feels an ownership and that they eachhave a part to play.
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SUNDAY 6 SEPTEMBER: DRILL IT IN YOUR 
DIARY, INGRAIN IT IN YOUR ICAL, BECAUSE 
NOBODY THROWS AN AWARDS NIGHT QUITE 
LIKE CREATIVE HEAD! 

At the Most Wanted Grand Final the guest list 
is strictly VIP. Rub shoulders with the likes of 
Anthony Turner, Nicola Clarke, Zoë Irwin and 
Kenna; the beauty directors of Grazia,  
Refinery29 and Vogue; talent agents from 
Streeters and Premier Hair & Make-up; and  
Most Wanted Legends such as Sam McKnight 
and Dylan Bradshaw. 

Get ready for witty repartee and star turns from 
our comedy host! New girl on the block Luisa 
Omielan brought the banter last year, following 
in the footsteps of Katherine Ryan, Rob Beckett 
and Jack Whitehall. Who’s up next? 

Dine in a dramatic setting – in past years 
the Grand Final has taken over Tate Modern, 
Guildhall, the Natural History Museum and 
Printworks... The brief for our 20th anniversary 
bash? Somewhere spectacular!

REMEMBER 
THE TIME



The Most Wanted website is where you’ll find everything you need to know about 
this year’s competition – important dates and deadlines, entry forms and rules, 
advice and tips from previous winners and loads more! Check out the latest news, 
sift through our galleries, watch the Grand Final magic from past years, see finalists 
revealed and discover the all-important results live on the night.

STAY IN THE KNOW

WATCH
Check out our 
compilation videos 
from previous winners 
for entry tips, advice 
and inspiration

FOLLOW
Keep up with the Most 
Wanted action, as  
it happens. Follow  
@creativeheadmag and 
the hashtag #MWIT20 
on Instagram, Twitter and 
Facebook – we’ll share 
competition updates in 
real time…

KNOW EVERYTHING!
Sign up to the Creative
HEAD newsletter 
to receive MWIT20 
news first. Visit 
creativeheadmag.com/
newsletter

CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED 

#MWIT20
@CREATIVEHEADMAG



ALL OPEN TO THE UK AND IRELAND
2020 CATEGORIES  >

14 AWARDS – ARE YOU READY TO CLAIM ONE?

CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED



INDEPENDENT STYLIST
FOR A STYLIST LOOKING AFTER CLIENTS WHILE BUSY BUILDING ‘BRAND ME’

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing a picture of you, at 
least two pictures illustrating your case studies, 
and up to 10 images that feature within your 
image edit. Images must be high resolution as we 
may publish them if you reach the Grand Final.

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

PERSONAL SUMMARY – max 750 words 
Judges need to get a clear picture of who 
you are and how you work
Introduce yourself and demonstrate how you 
are building career networks and raising your 
profile. Clearly outline how and where you look 
after clients while pursuing other projects. 

2x CASE STUDIES – max 500 words each
Demonstrate how you are building ‘brand me’
Describe two different projects – separate to 
your client work – that you have undertaken 
in the past 12 months. This may relate to, for 
example: session or editorial styling, education 
and training, product development, film or 
television work and so on. In each case, show 
how you ‘got the job’ and back it up with 
imagery and an indication of success. 

IMAGE EDIT – max 12 pages
Judges need to see your work!
Fill up to 12 pages of your portfolio with work 
imagery. All work must have been produced by 
you during the past 12 months. Include a brief 
explanation for each image. Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 

before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

Category sponsor

TO ENTER YOU DO NOT NEED TO BE EMPLOYED 
BY A SALON, BUT YOU MUST BE ABLE TO 
SHOW YOU SERVE A REGULAR CLIENT BASE.

PAULA MCCASH, 2019 WINNER

ADD A VIDEO (OPTIONAL) 
YOU MAY SUPPLEMENT YOUR ENTRY WITH 
A SHORT VIDEO (MAXIMUM TWO MINUTES) 
DEMONSTRATING YOUR WORK AND/OR 
WORLD! VIDEOS SUBMITTED WILL BE VIEWED 
BY JUDGES ON A LAPTOP OR TABLET. SMART 
PHONE FOOTAGE IS FINE. 

VIDEO MUST BE SUPPLIED IN .MOV OR .MP4 
FORMAT AND ON A CLEARLY LABELLED USB 
DEVICE. NB THIS VIDEO IS AN OPTIONAL  
EXTRA AND MUST NOT REPLACE ANY OF  
THE CATEGORY CRITERIA OUTLINED. 



DARREN FOWLER, 2019 WINNER

MEN'S HAIR SPECIALIST
FOR A SALON OR SESSION HAIRDRESSER DEMONSTRATING 
STANDOUT WORK IN MEN'S HAIR

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following: 

PERSONAL SUMMARY – max 750 words
Judges need to get a clear picture of who 
you are and how you work
Introduce yourself and outline your skills, 
passions, achievements and innovations in 
men's hair. Include a brief CV and an overview 
of your current roles and responsibilities. 

2x CASE STUDIES – max 500 words each
Prove you’re a leader in men’s hair
Describe two ways in which you have risen 
to men's hair challenges during the past 12 
months. For example, perhaps you developed 
a service that’s proved popular, led the hair 
team for a major runway show or shoot or 
worked on a high-profile campaign. Back up 
each case with imagery and an indication  
of success. 

IMAGE EDIT – max 12 pages
Judges need to see your work!
Fill up to 12 pages of your portfolio with imagery 
that illustrates your men's hair credentials and 
the range of your work, in or away from the 
salon (for example: client work, collections, 
shows/events, education/training, campaigns/
advertising and so on). All work must have been 
produced by you during the past 12 months. 
Include a brief explanation for each image.  

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing a picture of you, at 
least two pictures illustrating your case studies, 
and up to 10 images that feature within your 
image edit. Images must be high resolution as we 
may publish them if you reach the Grand Final.

Category sponsor

ADD A VIDEO (OPTIONAL) 
YOU MAY SUPPLEMENT YOUR ENTRY WITH 
A SHORT VIDEO (MAXIMUM TWO MINUTES) 
DEMONSTRATING YOUR MEN'S HAIR WORK 
AND/OR WORLD! VIDEOS SUBMITTED WILL BE 
VIEWED BY JUDGES ON A LAPTOP OR TABLET. 
SMART PHONE FOOTAGE IS FINE. 

VIDEO MUST BE SUPPLIED IN .MOV OR .MP4 
FORMAT AND ON A CLEARLY LABELLED USB 
DEVICE. NB THIS VIDEO IS AN OPTIONAL  
EXTRA AND MUST NOT REPLACE ANY OF  
THE CATEGORY CRITERIA OUTLINED. 

“A win at Most Wanted 
keeps us upping our 
game and has been 
amazing motivation 
for the team. This is an 
award that takes into 
account the length and 
breadth of all we do”
Darren Fowler

COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE



ZOË IRWIN, 2018 WINNER

CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED
ENTRY FORMS, EVENT NEWS, TIPS FROM 

PREVIOUS WINNERS, VIDEOS AND GALLERIES... 
BOOKMARK THE MOST WANTED WEBSITE NOW!

Category sponsor

BUSINESS THINKER
FOR A SALON OWNER OR DIRECTOR WHO HAS 
BUILT AN OUTSTANDING SALON BUSINESS

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

BUSINESS FACT FILE  – max 1,000 words
Describe your business to the judges  
Give them a clear understanding of why  
it's successful and how you've achieved  
stand-out in your area. You must include the 
following information:
– Number of years in business
– Number of salons
– Number of employees
– Staff retention rate
– Client retention rate

PERSONAL SUMMARY – max 500 words
The judges need to get to know you, too! 
Outline the relevant strengths, skills, 
capabilities and qualities that you have brought 
to the task, as well as your key roles and 
responsibilities within the business. 

CASE STUDY – max 500 words 
Prove you can make things happen! 
Describe a single initiative implemented  
in the past 12 months, that has significantly 
benefited the business. Back up with relevant 
imagery and evidence of success.

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one picture of you, 
at least one picture illustrating your case study, 
and up to 10 images that feature within your 
portfolio. Images must be high resolution as we 
may publish them if you reach the Grand Final.

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

MARK WOOLLEY, 2019 WINNER



Category sponsor

CREATIVE TALENT
FOR A CREATIVE DIRECTOR OR SENIOR STYLIST WITH
EXCEPTIONAL ARTISTIC SKILL AND COMMERCIAL EXPERTISE

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

PERSONAL SUMMARY – max 750 words
Judges want to get to know you!
Introduce yourself and outline your skills, 
passions and achievements. Include a 
brief CV and an overview of your roles and 
responsibilities. Include imagery as relevant. 

2x CASE STUDIES – max 500 words each
Prove you are a creative front-runner
Describe two ways in which you have risen to 
creative challenges during the past 12 months. 
Perhaps you restyled the blow-dry menu, or 
led the hair team on a high-profile shoot, show 
or campaign? Back up each case with imagery 
and an indication of success. 

IMAGE EDIT – max 12 pages
Judges need to see your work!
Fill up to 12 pages of your portfolio with 
imagery that illustrates your creative 
credentials and the range of your work, in or 
away from the salon (for example: client work, 
collections, shows/events, education/training, 
campaigns/advertising and so on). All work 
must have been produced by you during the 
past 12 months. Include a brief explanation  
for each image.

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one picture of you, 
two pictures illustrating your case studies, and 
up to 10 images that feature within your image 
edit. Images must be high resolution as we may 
publish them if you reach the Grand Final.

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNEZOË IRWIN, 2019 WINNER

“When my name was 
read out I went to pieces 
– I cried, my heart was
pumping, it was insane.
On a personal level,
winning was massive.
I walked back into John
Frieda and everyone
cheered. That was my
biggest moment –
to be recognised by the
team that I'm creative
director of meant
everything”
Zoë Irwin

ADD A VIDEO (OPTIONAL) 
YOU MAY SUPPLEMENT YOUR ENTRY WITH 
A SHORT VIDEO (MAXIMUM TWO MINUTES) 
DEMONSTRATING YOUR CREATIVE WORK 
AND/OR WORLD! VIDEOS SUBMITTED WILL BE 
VIEWED BY JUDGES ON A LAPTOP OR TABLET. 
SMART PHONE FOOTAGE IS FINE. 

VIDEO MUST BE SUPPLIED IN .MOV OR .MP4 
FORMAT AND ON A CLEARLY LABELLED USB 
DEVICE. NB THIS VIDEO IS AN OPTIONAL 
EXTRA AND MUST NOT REPLACE ANY OF THE 
CATEGORY CRITERIA OUTLINED. 



COLOUR EXPERT
FOR A COLOUR DIRECTOR OR SENIOR COLOURIST WITH 
EXCEPTIONAL TECHNICAL SKILL AND COMMERCIAL EXPERTISE

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

PERSONAL SUMMARY – max 750 words
Judges want to get to know you!
Introduce yourself and outline your skills, 
passions and achievements. Include a 
brief CV and an overview of your roles and 
responsibilities. Include imagery as relevant. 

2x CASE STUDIES – max 500 words each
Prove you are a colour genius
Describe two ways in which you have risen 
to technical challenges during the past 12 
months. Perhaps you overhauled the salon’s 
colour bar, or coloured hair on a high-profile 
shoot, show or campaign? Back up each case 
with imagery and an indication of success. 

IMAGE EDIT – max 12 pages
Judges need to see your work!
Fill up to 12 pages of your portfolio with 
imagery that illustrates your colour credentials 
and the range of your work, in or away from 
the salon (for example: client work, collections, 
shows/events, education/training, campaigns/
advertising and so on). All work must have 
been produced by you during the past  
12 months. Include a brief explanation for  
each image. 

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one picture of you, 
at least two pictures illustrating your case studies, 
and up to 10 images that feature within your 
image edit. Images must be high resolution as we 
may publish them if you reach the Grand Final.

Category sponsor

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED
ENTRY FORMS, EVENT NEWS, TIPS FROM 

PREVIOUS WINNERS, VIDEOS AND GALLERIES... 
BOOKMARK THE MOST WANTED WEBSITE NOW! SOPHIA HILTON 2019 WINNER

ADD A VIDEO (OPTIONAL) 
YOU MAY SUPPLEMENT YOUR ENTRY WITH 
A SHORT VIDEO (MAXIMUM TWO MINUTES) 
DEMONSTRATING YOUR TECHNICAL WORK 
AND/OR WORLD! VIDEOS SUBMITTED WILL BE 
VIEWED BY JUDGES ON A LAPTOP OR TABLET. 
SMART PHONE FOOTAGE IS FINE. 

VIDEO MUST BE SUPPLIED IN .MOV OR .MP4 
FORMAT AND ON A CLEARLY LABELLED USB 
DEVICE. NB THIS VIDEO IS AN OPTIONAL 
EXTRA AND MUST NOT REPLACE ANY OF THE 
CATEGORY CRITERIA OUTLINED. 



HAIR TREND
FOR THE BEST ON-TREND IMAGE OF THE YEAR

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES

10” x 8" PORTRAIT PRINT
This will be displayed for the judges
The image does not have to have been 
produced exclusively for Most Wanted, but 
the hair work must be credited to you alone. 
Please write your name and salon name on  
the reverse of your print. Landscape prints  
not accepted.

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one picture of you, 
plus the image you are submitting. Images must 
be high resolution as we may publish them if you 
reach the Grand Final.

Category sponsor

ONLY INDIVIDUALS MAY ENTER HAIR TREND 
UNLESS IN EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
(SEE RULES). A MAXIMUM OF THREE HAIR 
TREND ENTRIES MAY BE SUBMITTED PER 
INDIVIDUAL. MULTIPLE SHOTS OF THE SAME 
LOOK WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED

print 
must

be this 
way up

10”

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

DESMOND MURRAY [ON SCREEN], 2019 WINNER

COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE

8”



AWARD FOR INNOVATION
REWARDING AN ORIGINAL HAIRDRESSING INITIATIVE THAT HAS PROVED 
A SUCCESS FOR THE SALON BUSINESS OR THE INDUSTRY AT LARGE 

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

INNOVATION SUMMARY – max 1,000 words 
The judges need to get a clear understanding  
of your innovation
Introduce your initiative and what inspired 
it – outline how, when and where it was 
implemented and why you consider it to 
be ground-breaking. Remember to include 
imagery as relevant. 

ENDORSEMENTS – max 4 pages
The judges need to evaluate efficacy  
and impact 
Pull together impressive statistics, noteworthy 
testimonials, exciting press and publicity and 
other endorsements to prove your innovation 
has been a hit!

If your innovation is tangible (such as a hair 
accessory or tool), we recommend you 
include it with your entry for the judges to 
touch, try and scrutinise.

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one picture of you 
and up to 10 images that feature within your 
portfolio. Images must be high resolution as we 
may publish them if you reach the Grand Final.

Category sponsor

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

THIS CATEGORY IS NOT OPEN TO PRODUCT 
MANUFACTURERS OR DISTRIBUTORS. FOR 
GUIDANCE PLEASE CALL +44 (0)1434 610940

CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED
ENTRY FORMS, EVENT NEWS, TIPS FROM 

PREVIOUS WINNERS, VIDEOS AND GALLERIES... 
BOOKMARK THE MOST WANTED WEBSITE NOW!

TOM CHAPMAN, 2019 WINNER

ADD A VIDEO (OPTIONAL) 
YOU MAY SUPPLEMENT YOUR ENTRY WITH 
A SHORT VIDEO (MAXIMUM TWO MINUTES) 
DEMONSTRATING YOUR INNOVATION.  
VIDEOS SUBMITTED WILL BE VIEWED BY 
JUDGES ON A LAPTOP OR TABLET. SMART 
PHONE FOOTAGE IS FINE. 

VIDEO MUST BE SUPPLIED IN .MOV OR .MP4 
FORMAT AND ON A CLEARLY LABELLED USB 
DEVICE. NB THIS VIDEO IS AN OPTIONAL 
EXTRA AND MUST NOT REPLACE ANY OF THE 
CATEGORY CRITERIA OUTLINED. 



BEST NEW BOUTIQUE SALON
FOR A NEW SMALL SALON WITH A UNIQUE SENSE OF STYLE

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

OVERVIEW – max 750 words
The judges need to fully understand your 
salon concept
Describe your salon’s premises and explain 
how the size and location have influenced who 
you serve and the services you offer. Include 
some testimonials that show why clients love 
coming to you, too! 

CASE STUDY – max 500 words
Show the judges how the size of your salon 
has not been a barrier to success 
Demonstrate how your salon is thriving with 
some clever and original business thinking – a 
marketing campaign, perhaps, or innovative 
new ways of working. 

IMAGE EDIT – max 12 pages 
Show off your salon in pictures! 
Fill up to 12 pages of your portfolio with 
imagery that illustrates your salon's key  
design features and the special touches 
you’re most proud of. Include a brief 
explanation for each image.

Category sponsor

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one picture of the 
outside of your salon and up to 10 images that 
feature within your image edit. Images must be 
high resolution as we may publish them if you 
reach the Grand Final.

ONLY SALONS OPENED AFTER FEBRUARY 
2019 MAY ENTER. TO BE CONSIDERED 
'BOUTIQUE' YOUR SALON MUST HAVE  
NO MORE THAN FIVE WORK STATIONS 
(PLEASE STATE NUMBER).

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

PHIL BENTON FOR DOUCE, 2019 WINNER

COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE

“Our Most Wanted 
experience has been 
next level. Because 
of the award we were 
approached by Tommy 
Hilfiger and Calvin Klein, 
and have events with 
them lined up for 2020. 
We’re super excited”
Phil Benton



BEST SALON TEAM
FOR SALON TEAMWORK AT ITS BEST

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

TEAM SUMMARY – max 750 words
Tell the judges all about your team
Introduce yourself and your squad members 
and detail the skills, qualities and other 
attributes that make your team strong, 
happy, effective and award-worthy. Include 
supporting imagery as relevant. 

3x CASE STUDIES – max 500 words each
Judges need to see what you’ve 
accomplished as a team 
Provide three case studies that collectively 
demonstrate how you operate and pull 
together to get things done, and how excellent 
teamwork has had a positive impact on 
business in the past 12 months. Include 
supporting imagery as relevant. 

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one group picture of 
the team and up to 10 images that feature within 
your portfolio. Images must be high resolution as 
we may publish them if you reach the Grand Final.

Category sponsor

ONLY TEAMS FROM INDIVIDUAL SALONS
MAY ENTER THIS CATEGORY. IT IS NOT 
POSSIBLE TO ENTER A TEAM THAT WORKS 
ACROSS A NUMBER OF SALONS WITHIN A 
SALON GROUP.

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED
ENTRY FORMS, EVENT NEWS, TIPS FROM 

PREVIOUS WINNERS, VIDEOS AND GALLERIES... 
BOOKMARK THE MOST WANTED WEBSITE NOW!

LLOYDS HAIR, 2019 WINNER

“This confirms that the way we try to run our salons and  
build our teams is the right way. We had won awards in Ireland, 
but to get to compete directly against UK salons and win was  
a massive achievement”
Tony Heffernan



Category sponsor

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

OVERVIEW – max 750 words
The judges need to fully understand your 
salon concept
Describe your salon – how it looks, who it 
serves and the ways in which it’s having a 
positive impact on the local community, 
environment and/or economy. 

CASE STUDY ONE – max 500 words
Share details of a design element, service or 
initiative that has been particularly successful. 
Include imagery as relevant.

CASE STUDY TWO – max 500 words 
Demonstrate one way your salon is 
incorporating principles of sustainability – ie, 
supporting people, planet and profit. Include 
imagery as relevant.

IMAGE EDIT – max 12 pages 
Show off your salon in pictures! 
Fill up to 12 pages of your portfolio with 
imagery that illustrates your salon's key design 
and sustainability features. Include a brief 
explanation for each image.

BEST NEW SALON
FOR A NEW OR REVAMPED SALON WITH SUSTAINABILITY AT ITS CORE

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing at least one picture 
of the outside of the salon and up to 10 images 
that feature within your image edit. Images must 
be high resolution as we may publish them if you 
reach the Grand Final.

ONLY SALONS OPENED OR REVAMPED 
AFTER FEBRUARY 2019 MAY ENTER. 
BY 'REVAMPED' WE MEAN A COMPLETE 
OVERHAUL/UPGRADE. TO BE ELIGIBLE  
THE SALON MUST HAVE FIVE OR MORE  
WORK STATIONS (PLEASE STATE NUMBER).

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

GINA CONWAY SALONS AND SPAS, 2019 WINNER

COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE



THE SOCIAL, LONDON, 2018 WINNER

Category sponsor

WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

OVERVIEW – max 750 words
Give the judges a true sense of your unique 
approach to customer service
Provide information that sums up exactly why 
your salon experience is unrivalled. Include 
supporting imagery as relevant. 

3x CASE STUDIES – max 500 words each
Demonstrate how your salon creates an 
exceptional experience for clients
Outline three of the most significant ways in 
which your salon delivers exceptional service – 
whether before, during, or after appointments. 
Include supporting imagery as relevant. 

ENDORSEMENTS – max 4 pages 
Prove to the judges that your customer 
service is second to none
Pull together a set of impressive statistics, 
noteworthy testimonials, exciting press and 
publicity and any other evidence of success. 

BEST SALON EXPERIENCE
FOR A SALON THAT DELIVERS TOP CUSTOMER SERVICE

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing up to 10 images that 
feature within your portfolio. Images must be high 
resolution as we may publish them if you reach 
the Grand Final.

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED
ENTRY FORMS, EVENT NEWS, TIPS FROM 

PREVIOUS WINNERS, VIDEOS AND GALLERIES... 
BOOKMARK THE MOST WANTED WEBSITE NOW!

MICHAEL VAN CLARKE, 2019 WINNER



WHAT WE NEED – FOR THE JUDGES
A portfolio (max A3 size/24 pages)  
containing all of the following:

SALON SUMMARY – max 750 words  
The judges will want to get to know your 
salon and its place within the community 
Describe your salon and the people who work 
there. Talk about your loyal clients, the local 
businesses you collaborate with, and why 
your neighbours love you! Include supporting 
imagery as relevant.

3x CASE STUDIES – max 500 words each
Demonstrate how your salon engages with 
the local community
Provide three case studies that show how your 
salon has proactively supported and enriched 
your local community in the past 12 months. 
Include information about the success of the 
activities outlined, and the benefits to your 
own business, too. Include supporting imagery 
as relevant. 

BEST LOCAL SALON
FOR A SALON THAT BEST SERVES ITS LOCAL COMMUNITY

Category sponsor

WHAT WE NEED – FOR CREATIVE 
HEAD USE ONLY

THE MOST WANTED ENTRY FORM – fully 
completed and signed by you. You can download 
copies at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 
Photocopies accepted.

A USB DEVICE – containing one picture of the 
outside of your salon and up to 10 images that 
feature within your portfolio. Images must be high 
resolution as we may publish them if you reach 
the Grand Final.

Remember to read the Most Wanted 2020 Rules 
before preparing and submitting your entry and 
send everything to the address given by 5pm, 
Wednesday 10 June. We recommend you use 
recorded delivery so you can track your entry.

LINTON & MAC, 2019 WINNER

COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE



BY NOMINATION ONLY

Finalists will be determined by nominations from the fashion and beauty 
teams at leading UK and international magazines.

SESSION STYLIST
FOR THE MOST EXCITING HAIRDRESSER WORKING IN FASHION

Category sponsor

ANTHONY TURNER, 2019 WINNER

“What really got me was all the other hairdressers in the 
room that kept coming up to my table and saying ‘Hi, you 

don’t know who I am but I really respect you and I really 
respect your work’. That hit me. I’ve never had that in such 
a big way. And that meant the world to me. It was lovely to 

hear that you’re somebody else’s inspiration”  
Anthony Turner



Following nominations from a panel of hair, beauty and fashion experts, 
a shortlist of names will be drawn up. Those shortlisted will be invited to 
submit a Hair Icon entry and a separate judging panel will then award 
their scores.

HAIR ICON
FOR THE MOST INSPIRATIONAL HAIRDRESSER OF 2020

Category sponsor

BY NOMINATION ONLY

SAM MCKNIGHT, 2019 WINNER



LEGEND

TRIPLE WIN, TRIPLE RESPECT
WIN A CATEGORY ONCE, YOU’VE CAUGHT 
PEOPLE’S ATTENTION. WIN THREE TIMES 
AND YOU’RE OFFICIALLY A LEGEND!

A Most Wanted Legend award is presented 
to an individual or team who wins the same 
category three times (not necessarily in 
consecutive years). Legends can’t re-enter 
the same category again but are free to enter 
other Most Wanted categories.

Meet our Most Wanted Legends to date:

Dylan Bradshaw (Exceptional Stylist)
Errol Douglas MBE (Creative Talent)
Headmasters (Best Online Salon) 
JASHAIRGroup (Best Local Salon) 
Lloyds Hair (Best Salon Team)
Sam McKnight (Hair Icon, Session Stylist) 
Strands Hairdressing (Best Salon Team)

DYLAN BRADSHAW, MOST WANTED LEGEND



PLEASE READ AND RE-READ BEFORE PREPARING AND SUBMITTING YOUR ENTRY

ELIGIBILITY
l Most Wanted 2020 is open to all salons, salon teams and individual 
hairdressing professionals (including freelancers) based in the UK and Ireland.

l You may enter more than one Most Wanted category, but separate entry forms 
and USB devices are required for each entry submitted.

l Only individuals may enter the Most Wanted Hair Trend category (ie, each entry 
must be attributed to a single individual). In exceptional circumstances we may 
allow entries from a duo, providing both contributing parties always operate 
together as a duo and never individually. Evidence may be required. Please call 
us on +44 (0)1434 610940 to discuss. 

l Individuals or teams from the same salon may enter multiple Most Wanted 
categories.

l Most Wanted Hair Trend entries are restricted to a maximum of three per 
individual. Multiple shots of the same look will not be accepted. All prints must be 
8”x10” and portrait-shaped.

l The Most Wanted Award for Innovation category may not be entered by 
product manufacturers or distributors.

l Only salons opened after February 2019 may enter the Most Wanted Best 
New Boutique Salon category. To be considered a boutique salon you must 
have a maximum of five styling stations. 

l Only teams from individual salons may enter the Most Wanted Best Salon 
Team category. It is not possible to enter a team that works across a number of 
salons within a salon group. 

l Only salons opened after February 2019 may enter the Most Wanted Best 
New Salon category. By ‘revamped’, we mean a complete change of décor, 
including new fixtures, fittings and furniture. 

l An independent nomination process will determine finalists for the Most 
Wanted Session Stylist award. It is not possible to enter this category.

l An independent nomination process will determine a shortlist for the Most 
Wanted Hair Icon award. A panel of judges will then cast the deciding votes to 
establish the winner. It is not possible to enter this category.

l If you have won the same Most Wanted category three times (not necessarily 
in consecutive years), you become a Most Wanted Legend and are not able to 
enter that same category again. You are, however, free to enter any other Most 
Wanted category, where you do not have Legend status.

PREPARING YOUR ENTRY
l Portfolios must be no larger than A3 (420mm x 297mm) in size and contain 
a maximum of 24 pages – plus covers. Portfolios exceeding the maximum size 
and/or page count may be disqualified. Please see individual category critiera for 
further details.

l Stipulated word counts must be strictly adhered to.

l Please do not affix the completed entry form to your portfolio. 

l Supplementary video must be supplied in .mov or .mp4 file format on a clearly 
labelled USB device. Videos must not exceed two minutes. 

COPYRIGHT
l It is the responsibility of the entrant to ensure all materials and imagery 
submitted as part of their entry – including the requested supplementary 
images supplied on a USB device – are cleared for publication in any and all 
of Alfol Ltd print and digital products, including all editions of Creative HEAD 
and all supplements, at creativeheadmag.com, all Creative HEAD social 
media networks, in any other Most Wanted coverage and publicity and in any 
associated competition material. 

COMPLETING THE ENTRY FORM
l An entry form that has been completed and signed by the actual entrant must 
accompany each Most Wanted entry. The details provided on the entry form 
must be the entrant’s own.  It is not possible to sign entry forms on behalf of a 
third party. 

l You can download the Most Wanted entry form at creativeheadmag.com/
mostwanted. Photocopies of the entry form will also be accepted. 

l Please ensure all the details provided on the completed Most Wanted entry 
form are correct. We use this information for all communication purposes. and 
in any publicity should you reach the finals. Please inform Most Wanted of any 
changes by calling +44 (0)1434 610940. We communicate primarily by email, so 
please ensure you give us an email address where we can reach you directly (i.e, 
not the email address of your PR company, or the salon’s general email address).

SUBMITTING YOUR ENTRY
l Only hard copies of entries will be considered. Digital entries (eg, PDF files) will 
not be accepted.

l A USB device containing the required supplementary imagery as stated within 
each individual category criteria must accompany each entry.

l Entries must arrive at the address given no later than 5pm on Wednesday 10 
June 2020 (office hours for delivery: 9am until 5pm, Monday to Friday).

l We recommend you use a recorded/signed for postal service, so you can 
track delivery. 

l If you are using a courier, it may be helpful to ensure the courier company has 
the following contact number in case of any complications: +44 (0)20 7324 7542.

l Entries will only be returned if the entrant supplies (with their entry) a correctly 
sized and stamped, self-addressed envelope (SAE) and ticks the relevant box on 
the entry form. A separate SAE must be supplied for each entry.

RETURN OF ENTRIES
l Successful entries may be required for up to 12 months after the competition 
closing date and will be returned thereafter, provided a correctly stamped SAE 
was provided and the applicable box ticked on the entry form.

l Unsuccessful entries will be returned no later than four months after the 
competition closing date, provided a correctly stamped SAE was supplied and 
the applicable box ticked on the entry form.

l Unsuccessful entries submitted without a SAE, or with an incorrectly stamped 
SAE, will be disposed of after the competition closing date. 

l We are unable to return Hair Trend entries.

l We are unable to return USB devices.

JUDGING
l  Panels of expert judges will assess Most Wanted entries.

l Judges allocate points to each entry based on a fair and independently 
supervised judging system. Scores are handed to an adjudicator, who collates 
the marks to determine an overall result.

l No more than 100 entries in the Most Wanted Hair Trend category will be 
selected for judging. Entries will be pre-judged anonymously, and by a named 
and impartial industry representative.

l In the case of the Most Wanted Session Stylist category, each nomination will 
carry a score. These scores will be tallied and the highest scoring nominees will 
make it through to the finals.

l In the case of the Most Wanted Hair Icon category, each nomination will carry 
a score. These scores will be tallied and the highest-scoring nominees will make 
it onto a shortlist and invited to submit materials for judging. The same scoring 
process will then apply as per all other categories.

l There will be a maximum of five finalists in each category, except in the case 
of Most Wanted Hair Icon.

l A list of judges will be available on request after Monday 6 July 2020.  

FINALISTS
l  Finalists will be notified via email no later than Friday 10 July 2020. 

l A list of finalists will be published on Wednesday 8 July 2020 at 
creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted, 

l Finalists will be invited to attend the Most Wanted Grand Final in London on 
Sunday 6 September 2020. Travel expenses cannot be reimbursed.

GENERAL
l  The judges’ decision is final. No correspondence will be entered into.

l  Winners’ prizes must be accepted as offered. There is no cash alternative.

l No employee of Alfol Limited, Alfaparf Milano, American Crew, BaByliss PRO, 
JOICO, Kérastase, L’Oréal Professionnel, Paul Mitchell, Phorest, Redken, TIGI, 
Timely, Treatwell, Wella Professionals, or their families, is allowed to enter Most 
Wanted.

l No entries will be accepted after 5pm on Wednesday 10 June 2020. Proof of 
postage is not proof of delivery.

l If an entry does not comply with the entry criteria, it will be disqualified.

l Entry implies acceptance of these rules.

l Entries may not be withdrawn once submitted.

l We will use your details to communicate with you for the duration of the 
competition. We will not pass on your details to third parties. Visit 
creativeheadmag.com/privacypolicy for more information. You may contact us 
at any time to request removal of your data by calling +44 (0)1434 610940.

MOST WANTED 2020 RULES 



YOUR DETAILS

Name of entrant

Salon name

Salon address (or home address if you are entering Independent Stylist)

   

   Postcode

Position at work

Your mobile number (we will use this to keep in touch with you) 

Your email address (we will use this to keep in touch with you) 

WHICH CATEGORY ARE YOU ENTERING?

 INDEPENDENT STYLIST
	 MEN’S	HAIR	SPECIALIST 
	 BUSINESS	THINKER 
	 CREATIVE	TALENT 
	 COLOUR	EXPERT 
	 HAIR	TREND 
 AWARD FOR INNOVATION 
 BEST NEW BOUTIQUE SALON
 BEST SALON EXPERIENCE 
	 BEST	SALON	TEAM 
	 BEST	LOCAL	SALON 	
 BEST NEW SALON  

PR CONTACT

Name of PR company

PR contact name

PR contact email address

LOCAL PRESS INFORMATION

Name of news publication

Website

HOW/WHERE DID YOU FIND OUT ABOUT MOST WANTED?

 I have entered previously 
 In Creative HEAD magazine
 Via	Creative	HEAD	email/eshot/newsletter 
 At	creativeheadmag.com 
 On Creative HEAD social media
 From a Most Wanted category sponsor (please state) 
 
 
 
 Other (please state)

DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO CREATIVE HEAD?
Please tick the relevant box

 Yes, I have a subscription
 No, please contact me to subscribe for £10/€10
 No, and I do not wish to be contacted about a subscription 
  

FINALLY, PLEASE COMPLETE THIS CHECK LIST

        I have enclosed my entry
        I have supplied a USB device
        I would like my entry to be returned and have enclosed 
         a correctly sized and stamped self-addressed envelope
        OR
        I do not want my entry to be returned and understand 
										it	will	be	disposed	of	if	I	do	not	make	the	finals
         I have read and understood the Most Wanted Rules

									I	would	like	to	hear	about	Creative	HEAD	awards	and	events 
          I would like to hear about Creative HEAD magazine content 
        I would like to hear about Creative HEAD promotions,
         campaigns and competitions

SIGNATURE    
 
DATE

We will make contact if you are a 2020 winner

Please tick the relevant box

Please tick one box

We will make contact if you are a 2020 winner

Please provide all the information requested You must tick all relevant boxes

SEND YOUR ENTRY TO 
MOST WANTED, CREATIVE HEAD, 21 THE TIMBER YARD, 
DRYSDALE STREET, LONDON N1 6ND
Office hours for delivery – 9am-5pm (Monday-Friday)

QUESTIONS? 
EMAIL: EVENTS@ALFOL.CO.UK 
OR CALL +44 (0)1434 610940

COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 13 MAY 2020 

REMEMBER: 
Competition communication is mainly by email – please 
ensure you provide the correct contact email address 

Please tick the extra box below if 
you have provided a video

ALL SECTIONS OF THIS FORM MUST BE COMPLETED. ONE FORM PER ENTRY SUBMITTED. DETAILS PROVIDED MUST BE THE ENTRANT’S OWN AND NOT, FOR EXAMPLE, A PR’S OR 
A	MANAGER’S.	DOWNLOAD	COPIES	OF	THIS	FORM	AT	CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED.	PHOTOCOPIES	ARE	ACCEPTED.	PLEASE ENSURE ALL DETAILS ARE CORRECT

MOST WANTED 2020 ENTRY FORM 



COMPETITION CLOSES 
5PM, WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE



CREATIVEHEADMAG.COM/MOSTWANTED 
@CREATIVEHEADMAG #MWIT20

2020

event




